


Passive participial phrases

1. be inspired by

2. be influenced by

3. be fascinated by

4. be moved by



Passive participial phrase

Passive participial phrase consists of

1. Past participle ( V3)

2. Preposition

And always used with V to be to show 

the passive meaning



inspire = to make someone feel that they 

want to do something and  can do it.

Ex: After her trip to Venezuela, she felt 

inspired to learn Spanish.



be inspired by

Valentino’s work inspires Katherine Wolf.

Katherine Wolf is inspired by the work of 
Valentino.

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_0a4BXfPo7S0/TGnhykQRRpI/AAAAAAAAACQ/76v6QVBATrU/s1600/20100806_nharth_Valentino_OpeningCelebration_085.jpg


influence = to affect or change how 

someone or something develops, behaves 

or thinks

Ex: She is very god at making friends and 

influencing people.

http://thestrangebrew.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/InfluenceABC_LP.jpg


be influenced by

Henri Cartier-Bresson’s work influences

Susan Wallach.

Susan Wallach is influenced by the work of 

Henri Cartier-Bresson. 

“The Decisive Moment”



fascinate =  to interest someone a lot

Ex: Anything to do with aeroplanes and 

flying fascinates him.

http://changethis.com/manifesto/download/67.01.Fascinate


be fascinated by

Ang Lee’s work fascinates Burt Hildegard.

Burt Hildegard is fascinated by the work of 

Ang Lee.

Ang Lee accepting 

Golden Lion

http://mimifink.virtualave.net/blog/image/AngLee_Venice05.jpg


Vincent van Gogh’s 



Many people are fascinated by Vincent van 

Gogh’s paintings. 

His paintings were influenced by the 

poverty he had seen.



move = to cause someone to have strong 

feelings, such as sadness, sympathy, 

happiness or admiration

Ex: It was such a sad film that it moves 

me to tears.

http://www.google.co.th/imgres?imgurl=http://www.move.vu.nl/wp-content/uploads/2008/04/move_rgb-300x300.png&imgrefurl=http://bsd2ex.blogspot.com/2009_01_01_archive.html&usg=__UO-HpyNad-p6IBOAeZPMWvXyhII=&h=300&w=300&sz=41&hl=th&start=2&zoom=1&tbnid=Nn5gy6eeesuK4M:&tbnh=116&tbnw=116&ei=iaN6TuyOGI3MrQfEj5HdDw&prev=/images?q=move&hl=th&sa=N&gbv=2&tbm=isch&itbs=1


be moved by

Frida Kahlo’s work moves Nick Jenkins.

Nick Jenkin is moved by the work of Frida

Kahlo.

Kahlo’s work is 

remembered for its 

‘pain and passion.
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